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The UN IPCC’s views on global warming

The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded in its latest 
report (6th Assessment Report, AR6, 2021) that:

• Claim 1: Global land surface temperatures have increased by 1.6°C (2.9°F) since the  
2nd half of the 19th century (1850-1900). This is what they mean by “global warming”.

• Claim 2: Contamination of this global warming estimate by “urbanization bias”             
is under 10%. (More on this later!)

• Claim 3: All the global warming estimates are almost identical and beyond dispute.

• Claim 4: Human-activity (chiefly carbon dioxide, CO2 emissions) is to blame.

• Claim 5: Natural factors cannot explain this warming. The two natural climate drivers 
the IPCC considered are “solar forcing” and “volcanic forcing”. Both of these factors 
are unable to explain any warming since 1950s.



The IPCC’s basis for saying global warming       
is “mostly human-caused”

• The black “observed” line is IPCC’s estimate 
of global temperatures since 1850-1900

• When the computer models used by the IPCC 
(“CMIP6”) try to simulate the “observed” 
record with “natural only factors”, i.e., solar 
and volcanic, they fail miserably – See the 
green line.

• But, when they add in “human forcings”, they 
get a reasonable match – see the brown line.

• From this, they conclude that global warming 
is human-caused!



Outline of this talk (A lot to cover in 20 min!!!)

1. History and the evolution of the global land temperature records
2. The urban heat island problem and other non-climatic biases
3. What happens if we just use rural stations?
4. “Statistical homogenization of the temperature data” as a possible solution?
5. Problems with current “homogenization” attempts
6. Are the IPCC’s “solar forcing” estimates correct?
7. Can the Sun explain the global warming of rural stations?

For the slides see www.ceres-science.com/post/ICCC15

http://www.ceres-science.com/post/ICCC15


History of global land temperature estimates
Stage 1 (1870s-1920s) – Climate CHANGES!
• Köppen (1873); Brückner (1889); Clough (1920)
• Researchers stressed – climate is NOT 

“constant”; global temperatures rise and fall 
over the years

• Speculated that changes in solar activity were 
most likely explanation Brückner (1889) calculated 5 year average global 

temperatures from 1786-90 to 1866-70. NOT 
“constant”, but up and down



Stage 2 (1930s-1940s) – Global Warming!
• Kincer (1933) noted that temperatures had 

been increasing world-wide for decades
• Callendar (1938) also noted the same,         

but blamed it on his theory that increasing 
CO2 emissions were causing human-caused 
global warming

• Callendar (1961) updated his analysis           
but mostly just up to 1940s & felt his theory 
still held.

Callendar (1938) calculated both 10-year moving 
departures from mean (top plots) and annual 
(bottom) from 1880-1935. Noted long-term 
warming. Blamed CO2



Stage 3 (1940s-1970s) – Global Cooling!
• Kincer (1946) noted that the warming had 

stopped and was reversing
• Mitchell (1961); Budyko (1969); Schneider & 

Mass (1975); Kukla et al. (1977); Yamamoto 
& Hoshiai (1980); etc. found global cooling

• Some said human-caused cooling from air 
pollution, e.g., Rasool & Schneider (1971)

• Others believed CO2-caused global warming 
would kick in later, e.g., Broecker (1975)

Yamamoto & Hoshiai (1980). NH-only as SH data 
was too limited
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• Kincer (1946) noted that the warming had 

stopped and was reversing
• Mitchell (1961); Budyko (1969); Schneider & 

Mass (1975); Kukla et al. (1977); Yamamoto 
& Hoshiai (1980); etc. found global cooling

• Some said human-caused cooling from air 
pollution, e.g., Rasool & Schneider (1971)

• Others believed CO2-caused global warming 
would kick in later, e.g., Broecker (1975)

Yamamoto & Hoshiai (1980). NH-only as               
SH data was too limited

Note: Current estimates have flattened
1940s-70s cooling! More on this later



Stage 4 (1980s) – Global warming!
• In the 1980s, warming returned. Three 

groups developed regular updates:
• CRU (UK, e.g., Jones et al. 1986)
• NASA (USA, e.g., Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987)
• Russian group following Budyko’s work (e.g., 

Vinnikov et al. 1990)
• In 1988, NASA GISS presented their findings 

to US Senate testimony and blamed the 
warming on “the greenhouse effect”.

June 1988: NASA GISS’ Director, Dr. James Hansen 
testifies for US Senate that “It is time to stop 
waffling so much and say that the evidence is 
pretty strong that the greenhouse effect is here.”



Stage 4 (1980s) – Global warming!
• In the 1980s, warming returned. Three 

groups developed regular updates:
• CRU (UK, e.g., Jones et al. 1986)
• NASA (USA, e.g., Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987)
• Russian group following Budyko’s work (e.g., 

Vinnikov et al. 1990)
• In 1988, NASA GISS presented their findings 

to US Senate testimony and blamed the 
warming on “the greenhouse effect”. After Dr. Hansen’s 1988 Senate testimony,    

the world panicked and the IPCC was formed.



Stage 5 (1990s-2009) – War against the  
climate skeptics!
• Narratives were created to stop climate skeptics from 

interfering with UN goals by claiming:
1. Urbanization bias is not a problem
2. Raw data is unreliable. Data must be 

“homogenized”
3. There was no “hiatus” in global warming

• Stage 5 ended in November 2009 with “Climategate”

Note: Current estimates “fixed” 
the hiatus! More on this later



Stage 6 (post-ClimateGate) –
“Science is Settled on global warming”
• 2010: Berkeley Earth decided quantity is better 

than quality. Compiled dataset of >30,000 records
• 2011: CRU finally made their data public – turned 

out there was no “special sauce” vs. GHCN
• 2018: GHCN upgraded from version 3 (7,200 

stations) to version 4 (20,000 stations)
• Present: All groups insist unhomogenized data is 

unreliable & Urbanization bias is not a problem Lenssen, Hansen et al. (2019)



How reliable are the raw station records?
Unfortunately, most station records are plagued by “non-climatic biases”.                       
Weather stations are typically set up to observe the current weather conditions.                  
Their records are usually not set up to study long-term multi-decadal temperature changes.

Many biases lead to one-off abrupt “step changes” that have nothing to do with climate 
change. The term “step” means that the average temperatures will increase or decrease by 
some fixed value after the change. 

Other biases are subtler “trend biases” that slowly become larger over the years.

Examples of non-climatic “step biases”
• Changes in instrumentation
• Changes in thermometer shelter
• Station moves
• Changes in observation methods
• Cutting down of nearby trees and/or shrubs

Examples of non-climatic “trend biases”
• Urbanization of area – almost always a warming bias
• Other changes in land use, e.g., crops, reforestation –

often cooling biases
• Changes in local microclimate – often a warming bias:

1. Construction of buildings within 100 m
2. Concrete, asphalt, etc.
3. Growth of trees, shrubs, etc. (often cooling)



Step biases: E.g., Changes in thermometer screen
Monastery Kremsmünster, Austria 

Historic site (1767-now) 
(Indoors, manual observations, 

6.9 m above ground)

Modern site (1980s-now) 
(Stevenson Screen, automatic thermometer,

2.2 m above ground)



The change in recording site for Kremsmünster (rural)

Historic site (1767-now) 
(Indoors, manual observations, 

6.9 m above ground)

Modern site (1980s-now) 
(Stevenson Screen, automatic thermometer,

2.2 m above ground)
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The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem

Schematic showing the UHI profile of a typical 
modern city with a population of about 1 million 

Source: Heat Island Group, Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory, 2019

• Cities are warmer than surrounding countryside

• Watch the thermometer in your car next time 
you enter or leave a city!

• The magnitude of this “urban heat island” 
increases the more urbanized the area becomes

• But, in 1820s, Luke Howard had already 
observed the phenomenon for London

• This is “climate change”. Human-caused climate 
change. But, local climate change. And nothing 
to do with greenhouse gases!



The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem
UHI heat map for Paris, France 

(summer 2003)

Mean air temperature in Paris, France at 22:00 CEST    
in summer 2003. Credits: VITO, Planetek.

UHI heat map for Singapore
(2016)

Figure 2 from Natalia Borzino et al. (2020). 
Climate, 8, 82; doi:10.3390/cli8070082



The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem

• In 2014, Drs. Ronan and Michael Connolly carried out an investigation of the UHI 
problem for the U.S. and the rest of world in a series of three working papers 
published on their www.oprj.net website.

• They divided the 1200 contiguous U.S. stations in version 3 of the GHCN dataset 
(more later) according to how urbanized they were according to (a) night brightness 
and (b) associated population size

http://www.oprj.net/


The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem

• The graph on the left shows the gridded mean 
temperature trends of the most urban (top) and 
most rural (middle) stations for the entire 
contiguous U.S. 

• The data had also been corrected for 
documented changes in observation time.

Urban/rural difference 0.5°C/century



A rare long, rural record: Valentia Observatory, Ireland

1867-1892: Located on Valentia Island 

Station history metadata (key changes)
• 1892. Station move. Valentia Island to the mainland
• 1937. Change in government. Republic of Ireland formed.  

But staff and observations remained the same.
• 2001. Station move 350 m inland (~20 m higher)
• 2012. Instrumentation change. Manual weather station 

to automatic

1892-2001: Located near ocean 

2001-present: Current location. 
Automatic weather station since 2012



Correcting the raw Valentia Observatory record

Soon et al. 2015: Corrections for non-climatic biases
• 1892. Station move. Valentia Island to the mainland. 

Possible bias, but unclear what magnitude or sign. No 
adjustments applied.

• 1937. Change in government. Republic of Ireland formed.  
But staff and observations remained the same. No 
adjustments necessary

• 2001. Station move. 350 m. Parallel measurements reveal 
the new location was 0.3 °C colder. +0.3 °C adjustment 
applied. 

• 2012. Instrumentation change. Parallel measurements show 
bias was less than 0.1 °C. No adjustments necessary



How we constructed “rural Ireland” temperature
Soon et al. 2015; Connolly et al., 2021 – “rural Ireland”

• In version 3 of the GHCN dataset (more on this later), 5 of the 13    
Irish stations remain rural.

• Recently, a lot of early measurements from Irish stations (including 
rural stations) have been digitized (see Mateus et al. 2020)

• At the time, Valentia Observatory was the only one Irish rural record 
in the dataset covering the period pre-1950. But, as can be seen,     
the trends of all five were similar during overlap.

• Therefore, we could as a start, estimate “Rural Ireland”. 

• In our papers, we called on others to expand our analysis to cover rest 
of Europe. Until recently, our cries have been ignored! However,  
some of our colleagues in O’Neill et al., 2022 are working with us …      
Watch this space!



Soon et al. 2015; Connolly et al. 2021 –
Rural Northern Hemisphere time series – 4 regions

• All five rural Ireland stations after applying 
the corrections for Valentia Observatory

• A small geographic area. But, a lot of careful 
work to correct for non-climatic biases

• We called for similar work for the rest of 
Europe. This is ongoing work.

• US has a lot of rural data – only used fully 
rural stations (~25% of records)

• Used version corrected by NOAA for changes 
in Time of Observations

• Applied empirical correction to account for 
siting biases based on Watts et al.’s 
Surfacestations project (2011 version)

(a) Rural Ireland (b) Rural United States



Soon et al. 2015; Connolly et al. 2021 –
Rural Northern Hemisphere time series – 4 regions

• China has some rural data for 1950-
present, but very limited pre-Mao

• Whenever not enough rural data, 
used the longer urban records, but 
applied adjustments to match the 
rural records during overlap period

• All rural stations north of 60°N

• Probably our weakest region. Despite months 
of research and attempted collaboration with 
Arctic researchers, nobody at the time (2015-
2019) seemed to have relevant station history 
metadata. 

• So, we simply excluded any urban stations

(d) Rural Arctic(c) Rural China



Soon et al. 2015; Connolly et al. 2021 –
Rural Northern Hemisphere time series – 4 regions

Adding urban data doubles “global warming” trend



How does our “rural Northern Hemisphere” 
compare to the standard estimates                             

using both urban and rural (homogenized) data?
• Only enough rural data for N. Hemisphere

• Only ~10-15% of the total data

• So, noisier – especially for early years!

• Still shows “global warming”… but this 
time, it’s more cyclical – cooling, warming, 
cooling, warming, etc.

• “Linear trend” is only 62% of the standard 
estimates. Implies urbanization bias ~38% 
of the warming (not IPCC’s “under 10%”!)

For more details, see:
• R. Connolly, W. Soon, M. Connolly, et al. (2021). "How much has the Sun influenced 

Northern Hemisphere temperature trends? An ongoing debate". Research in Astronomy 

and Astrophysics, 21, 131.
• W. Soon, R. Connolly and M. Connolly (2015). "Re-evaluating the role of solar 

variability on Northern Hemisphere temperature trends since the 19th century". Earth-

Science Reviews. Vol. 150, p409-452.

homogenized



Can we replicate the estimates of                   
the other groups? Yes, we can!



But, what about the oceans? And temperature 
proxies? Don’t they agree with the IPCC?

Let’s compare our two competing 
estimates of Northern Hemisphere land 
temperatures to other estimates!
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Ongoing work: Update our analysis             
using version 4

• GHCN version 3 was discontinued in late-2019. Therefore our rural-only estimate only has 
complete data up to 2018

• Also, version 4 now has more station data

• However, unlike version 3, the dataset doesn’t yet provide any urban/rural ratings

• Neither version 3 nor version 4 provided any station history metadata for properly correcting 
for non-climatic biases



Ongoing work: Update our analysis             
using version 4

• GHCN version 3 was discontinued in late-2019. Therefore our rural-only estimate only has 
complete data up to 2018

• Also, version 4 now has more station data

• However, unlike version 3, the dataset doesn’t yet provide any urban/rural ratings

• Neither version 3 nor version 4 provided any station history metadata for properly correcting 
for non-climatic biases

Our work on this update so far:
1. Peter O’Neill has been developing urbanization estimates for all GHCN version 4 stations. Our 

ratings for the Chinese stations have already been published (Soon et al. 2018)
2. We have been collaborating with European colleagues to compile station history metadata 

for Europe – currently have metadata for 847 European stations (O’Neill et al., 2022)



What is GHCN version 4 like?
• Lots of stations after 1957/58 (“International 

Geophysical Year”). Before then, data 
coverage is much more limited. 

• Crucially, most records began during the 
1940s-70s global cooling

• Unlike version 3, urban ratings for the 
version 4 stations have not yet been 
published (We are working on this!)

• >80% of stations are Northern Hemisphere. 
Nearly half the version 4 stations are in U.S. 

• In 1900, almost no Southern Hemisphere 
coverage except Australia and a few cities



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

Global temperatures using all GHCN v3 
stations (urban & rural) without homogenization

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4 • Before homogenization, the global 
temperature curve is very similar to 
those used up until the late 1990s

• Doesn’t make any attempt to correct 
for urbanization biases OR any other 
non-climatic biases

• Note the warming/cooling/warming 
pattern is still very clear



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

Global temperatures using all GHCN v3 
stations (urban & rural) without homogenization

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4 • Before homogenization, the global 
temperature curve is very similar to 
those used up until the late 1990s

• Doesn’t make any attempt to correct 
for urbanization biases OR any other 
non-climatic biases

• Note the warming/cooling/warming 
pattern is still very clear

2016 El Niño



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

All GHCN v3 stations (urban & rural)
with or without homogenization

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4 • Net effects of homogenization are:
1. To increasingly cool temperatures 

from mid-1970s backwards in time. 
2. To a lesser extent, increasingly 

warm recent decades.
3. To “flatten out” the 1940s-1970s 

cooling period.

• This makes the time series look much 
more continuous and dramatic. The IPCC 
team were probably delighted! 



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

Changing from v3 to v4 of the GHCN
1) without homogenization

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4

• Version 3 contained ~7200 stations. 
~1200 of these were in contiguous U.S.

• Version 4 contains ~20,000 stations, 
~40% of these are in contiguous U.S.

• Net effects of the new dataset 
(unhomogenized):
1. Slightly cools temperatures from 

1940s backwards in time. 
2. Slightly warms recent decades 

(largely gets rid of “hiatus”) 
3. But, slightly increases the 1940s-

1970s cooling period.



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

Changing from v3 to v4 of the GHCN
2) after homogenization

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4 • After homogenization, both datasets 
give almost identical results

• Net effects of new homogenized dataset:
1. Slightly cools temperatures from 

1910s-1940s. 
2. Slightly warms recent decades (gets 

rid of “hiatus” even more) 



To homogenize or not to homogenize: 
Effects on GHCN version 3 and 4 trends

All four plots shown now

Adapted from Menne et al. 2018 Fig. 4

• In general, the combined effects of 
increasing the station numbers and 
carrying out statistical homogenization:
1. Flatten 1940s-1970s cooling
2. Remove the post-20th century hiatus
3. Increase the global warming trend

• But, surprisingly, the increase in station 
numbers from version 3 to 4 was not as 
important as the homogenization 
process.

• Why does homogenization add 
warming?



IPCC’s preferred approach: Use “statistical 
homogenization” to correct for non-climatic biases

• The “adjusting the past” approach is a bit odd, but doesn’t affect the trends

• Seems to do well with computer models tests of the statistical homogenization methods on 
“synthetic temperature records” with artificial biases added in, e.g., Venema et al. 2013; 
Williams et al. 2012

• The net effect seems to be to “add warming”. But, this fits the narrative and is widely believed 
to be because it’s working

• Comparing homogenized rural stations to homogenized urban stations seems to suggest that 
there’s not much difference, e.g., Peterson et al. 1999; Li et al. 2004.

• Since the 1990s, the climate community has insisted that this “homogenized” data is better.



How well does statistical homogenization work with 
real data, e.g., our Valentia Observatory record?

Soon et al. 2015: 
Our empirically-based corrections for 
non-climatic biases using station histories

NOAA’s statistical homogenization adjustments
• Every time they run the program, NOAA 

changes their mind!
• None of their adjustments matched with 

reality!



Problem #1: No consistency to the adjustments
• If the statistical homogenization was actually working 

correctly, then it should give the same (or at least 
similar) results every time the program was run

• But, for Valentia Observatory at least, the 
“homogenization adjustments” changed every day! 
And didn’t seem to match up with the documented 
station changes

• Had we stumbled on a rare station or was this a 
systemic problem?

• We needed to analyse a larger sample. We met Peter 
O’Neill, who had been quietly collecting the data for 
more than 10 years 

“A man who uses an 
imaginary map, thinking that 
it is a true one, is likely to be 
worse off than someone with 

no map at all.”
— Ernst F. Schumacher 

(1911-1977)



European Thermometers Project at CERES-science.com 

Peter O’Neill, retired engineer 
UCD, Ireland



European Thermometers Project at CERES-science.com 





European Thermometers Project at CERES-science.com 

GHCN v3 GHCN v4

Stations where we have historical metadata (259 for v3; 847 for v4)



European Thermometers Project at CERES-science.com 



Problem #2: The urban blending problem

There is also another subtle, but major problem with current statistical homogenization, 
“Urban blending” (see Soon et al. 2018)

1. The magnitude of step biases are calculated from the differences with station neighbors
2. If the neighbor is more urbanized, then some of its UHI will be added to the 

homogenization adjustment
3. If less urbanized, then the homogenization adjustment will remove some UHI
4. Net effect: all homogenized records converge towards the average urbanization

Let’s look at a thought experiment



Imagine a world with no global warming, but some stations have urban warming

• Station A is moderately 
urbanized, but has no other non-
climatic biases



Imagine a world with no global warming, but some stations have urban warming

• Station B is completely rural, but 
has a step change cooling bias 
due to a station move in 1985



Imagine a world with no global warming, but some stations have urban warming

• Station C is just as urbanized as 
Station A, but also has a step 
change cooling bias due to a station 
move in 1985 like Station B



Imagine a world with no global warming, but some stations have urban warming

• Station D is like Station C, but even 
more urbanized



What happens when we use Station A (moderately urbanized) to homogenize the 
other three stations?

Step 1. Calculate the difference series between each station and Station A

Station B – actual bias is 
overestimated – “urban 
warming” added to rural

Station C – actual bias is 
correctly estimated

Station D – actual bias is 
underestimated – some 
urban warming removed



What happens when we use Station A (moderately urbanized) to homogenize the 
other three stations?

Step 2. Apply adjustments based on the results of the previous step

Station B – homogenized 
“rural” station now has 
“urban warming”

Station C – homogenized 
urban station retains its 
urban warming

Station D – homogenized 
urban station has its urban 
warming slightly reduced



After homogenization (using current “statistical homogenization”)

Station B Station C Station D

True trends if urban blending had been somehow avoided

a case of “urban blending”



Consequences of urban blending
• Urban blending means that after 

homogenization, the trends of all stations 
converge towards the average of all stations 
– they become “homogeneous”

• It’s true that the urban bias of the most 
urbanized stations is slightly reduced

• But, the rural stations have urban warming 
added by the homogenization process

• This is why, the apparent “rural/urban 
differences” of homogenized stations 
appears to be small.

When you blend 
strawberries and 

bananas together, you 
get a nice smoothie.

But, this is no longer 
“pure strawberries”
Or “pure bananas”

Blending creates a 
homogeneous mix!



• He & Jia (2012) had compared the trends 
of 10 stations near Beijing before and after 
homogenization

• They sorted them according to how much 
urbanization they experienced

• Before homogenization, there was a clear 
urbanization bias – the more urbanized, 
the more 1978-2008 warming

Figure from Soon et al. (2018) –
adapted from He & Jia (2012)



• He & Jia (2012) had compared the trends 
of 10 stations near Beijing before and after 
homogenization

• They sorted them according to how much 
urbanization they experienced

• Before homogenization, there was a clear 
urbanization bias – the more urbanized, 
the more 1978-2008 warming

• After homogenization, the most rural 
stations became warmer and the most 
urban became cooler. 

• All station trends converged towards those 
of the moderately urbanized stations

Figure from Soon et al. (2018) –
adapted from He & Jia (2012)



What should be done instead?

1. If you are going to use statistical homogenization, then you need to ensure that 
the neighbors you use for homogenizing a station are similarly urbanized, e.g., 
use rural neighbors to homogenize rural stations and urban neighbors to 
homogenize urban stations

2. This should then correct for the various step change biases… but retain the trend 
biases after homogenization

3. Urbanization biases can then be corrected separately afterwards

4. We need to collect station history metadata so that adjustments can be justified 
and confirmed with documented events



What should be done instead?

1. If you are going to use statistical homogenization, then you need to ensure that 
the neighbors you use for homogenizing a station are similarly urbanized, e.g., 
use rural neighbors to homogenize rural stations and urban neighbors to 
homogenize urban stations

2. This should then correct for the various step change biases… but retain the trend 
biases after homogenization

3. Urbanization biases can then be corrected separately afterwards

4. We need to collect station history metadata so that adjustments can be justified 
and confirmed with documented events

In the meantime, we propose that our “rural Northern Hemisphere” is more 
climatically representative than the current “global land” estimates based on 
homogenized urban and rural stations



Ok, so the IPCC got the temperature record 
wrong … but are they still correct anyway?

• If you remember back to the start of this 
talk, the IPCC based their “mostly 
human-caused” claim on computer 
simulations

• Now, we know that their “observed” 
record was contaminated by UHI and 
“urban blending”

• When they ran their models with “just 
the Sun and volcanoes” they couldn’t fit 
the “observed” temperature record

• But, surely, they’re right about the Sun?



Sun (February 8, 2023): Image by Mehmet Ergün

https://www.facebook.com/MehmetErguenofficial?__tn__=-UC*F


How has solar activity changed since 1850? 
Part 1. The Satellite era (1978-present)

Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) satellite missions
• Multiple satellites have been launched to 

directly monitor the Sun’s output – see right

• Each mission only lasts 10-15 years or so

• Each mission suggests a different “average 
TSI” – from 1372 W/m2 to 1360 W/m2

• However, all capture the up & down of the 
~11 year “solar cycle” (not strictly cyclical)

• So, by rescaling each satellite during overlap 
periods, we can create a longer “satellite TSI 
composite record”



How has solar activity changed since 1850? 
Part 1. The Satellite era (1978-present)

However, there are many ways to composite the data together! Each gives different answers. 
At present, there are three main rival composites: PMOD, RMIB & ACRIM

• TSI varies between solar cycle 
minima

• More complex than “just 
sunspots”

• TSI slightly decreased over the 
satellite era

• TSI mostly follows sunspot cycles

• TSI has been almost flat 
between minima

• TSI mostly follows sunspot 
cycles



How has solar activity changed since 1850? 
Part 2. The pre-satellite era (using solar proxies)

Depending on (a) which satellite composite you use for calibration and (b) what solar proxies 
you use for your reconstruction, you can get different solar activity histories!

• IPCC AR6 choice!
• Not much of a role for “solar”
• Has declined since 1950s peak
• Cannot explain “warming”

• Assuming TSI = sunspot numbers 
rescaled to RMIB gives an even 
“flatter” Sun

• The Sun becomes a minor player

• ACRIM implies TSI is more than 
just sunspots. Therefore, need 
multiple solar proxies (>5 here)

• The Sun becomes a major player

Kind of flat other than
the  ~11 year cycle!

A very interesting Sun!PMOD-based RMIB-based

ACRIM-based



Was the IPCC’s “mostly human-caused” claim valid?

Urban & rural

• The IPCC insists that urbanization bias is 
less than 10%. Therefore they include all 
stations (urban and rural)



Was the IPCC’s “mostly human-caused” claim valid?

PMOD-based
TSI estimate

Urban & rural

• The IPCC insists that the PMOD-based 
TSI estimates are largely correct. The 
models contributing to AR6 only 
considered the above TSI estimate

• Therefore IPCC concluded that the observed 
warming was NOT natural.

• Human-caused warming is “unequivocal”!!!



Was the IPCC’s “mostly human-caused” claim valid?

Rural-onlyPMOD-based
TSI estimate

Urban & rural

• But, what if they had used our rural-only 
time series instead?

• And used an ACRIM-based TSI?



Was the IPCC’s “mostly human-caused” claim valid?

ACRIM-based
TSI estimate

Rural-onlyPMOD-based
TSI estimate

Urban & rural

• They could have reached the opposite 
conclusion! That is, global warming is 
mostly-natural!

• But, what if they had used our rural-only 
time series instead?

• And used an ACRIM-based TSI?
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• IPCC considered Connolly et al. (2019) for their latest AR6 report.
• They misleadingly implied that we agreed with AR5!
• Connolly et al. (2019) was showing that the computer models 

used by AR5 got snow cover trends wrong for all 4 seasons
• AR6 apparently didn’t get a chance to consider any of our more 

recent work …
• Maybe in AR7? (due 2027-28?)



How would you like to be playing at this slanted field?



• If you think we are doing good work, you can 
support our efforts by making a donation at 
www.ceres-science.com or 
www.supportceres.com

• Our funding comes from donors like you that 
want us to actually follow science instead of 
“Following The Science TM” like the IPCC

• So, if you can donate $10, $100 or more, you 
will be helping

• Or, simply spread the word about our work and 
our efforts!

Visit www.ceres-science.com to learn more  
about our work and to help us!

science rather than Anthony 
Fauci!

http://www.ceres-science.com/
http://www.supportceres.com/


EXTRAS



Is the IPCC interested in genuine science?

IPCC: “Created in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the objective of the IPCC is to provide 

governments at all levels with scientific information that they can use to develop climate 
policies.” – IPCC “About the IPCC” page, https://www.ipcc.ch/about/

Me: Genuine scientists like myself are more interested in looking at ALL the science,       
not just politically useful “scientific information” and other “factoids”

with scientific information that they can use to develop climate

policies. 

https://www.ipcc.ch/about/


Background to Climategate
• Up until 2011, the CRU (headed by Prof. Phil Jones) refused 

to share their temperature dataset with others.

• E.g., in response to a request for the data by Warwick 
Hughes, Jones said, “Even if WMO agrees, I will still not pass 
on the data. We have 25 or so years invested in the work. 
Why should I make the data available to you, when your aim 
is to try and find something wrong with it.”

• By late 2009, a blogger, Steve McIntyre discovered that Jones 
was sharing the data with other scientists – just not with 
skeptics! He asked for the data under the Freedom Of 
Information Act (FOIA). And was refused.

• Someone seems to have been outraged by this and 
pseudonymously released a huge collection of CRU e-mails. 



• These e-mails shined a light behind the scenes of the CRU scientists and the other 
climate scientists they collaborated with. The CRU scientists and many of those           
in the e-mail discussions were heavily involved in the IPCC reports. 

• Many in the public were shocked when they discovered how the behaviour of these 
scientists was often very unscientific and the emails often showed co-ordinated 
efforts to suppress the work of scientists that had different perspectives                        
(I was apparently one of the scientists whose work was been actively suppressed).

• The revelations of these e-mails came to be known as Climategate



The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem

• Connolly & Connolly’s analysis for the contiguous U.S. was fairly straightforward and clean 
because NOAA’s contiguous U.S. component of the Global Historical Climatology Network 
(GHCN) dataset has a very large number of temperature records from both urban and 
rural areas with almost continuous data back to 1895.

• This was a result of the Cooperative Observer Program (COOP) that began in 1890.

• However, for the rest of the world, the problem is a LOT harder!

• Before the invention of automatic weather stations (in the 1980s), staffing and 
maintaining a long-term weather record in an isolated rural location for many decades 
was a LOT harder than in a big city.

• Hence, most of the longest and most complete temperature records are in urban areas. 
And most of the rural records only have a few decades of data and/or large data gaps



The Urban Heat Island (UHI) problem

Breakdown of non-U.S. stations in GHCN version 3 (we’ll discuss version 4 later)



Were our 4 regions unusual? 



Were our 4 regions unusual? 
Yes, slightly more warming than rest of globe, but not much – compare (b) to (c) and (d)
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